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The relevance of markets to merger analysis
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Market definition is a conceptual tool

… the market concept is an instrumental concept, designed to assist in the 
analysis of  processes of  competition and sources of  market power

Maureen Brunt, 1991

implies a strong link between the competition law/anti-
trust concept of  a market; and the notion of  competition



Competition is not an outcome

Competition is a process rather than a situation … It is the way in which firms interact, 
and respond to each other, to ensure they best achieve their individual objectives

Telstra Corporation Ltd (No. 3) [2007]

Competition is the process by which rival businesses strive to maximise their profits by 
developing and offering desirable goods and services to consumers in most favourable terms.

Harper Review, 2015



The link between competition and market 
power

… market power and competition are but the inverse of  each other.

Maureen Brunt, Market Definition, 1990

A firm possesses market power when it can behave persistently in a manner different 
from the behaviour that a competitive market would enforce on a firm facing 
otherwise similar cost and demand conditions

Kaysen and Turner, Antitrust Policy, 1959



Market definition is all about constraints

Defining a market delineates an area of  close competition relevant to a firm’s 
products and conduct, and involves identifying the relevant competitive constraints on 
firms, so that the competitive implications of  the conduct in question can be assessed.

ACCC v Metcash Trading Limited, FCA, 2011 



Testing for constraints
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Australian courts haven’t sought precision

… the concept of  a “market” is “not susceptible of  precise comprehensive 
definition”. … market identification is an economic tool, or instrumental concept, 
that uses and integrates those legal and economic concepts best adapted to analyse the 
asserted anticompetitive conduct. … market identification is “not an exact physical 
exercise to identify a physical feature of  the world” and … there is often little or no 
utility in debating of  identifying “the precise physical metes and bounds of  a 
market”.

Air New Zealand Limited v ACCC, HCA, 2017



A way to organise facts

If  the case really turns on market definition - and especially if  small changes in 
definition are likely to lead to large changes in other arguments or conclusions - then 
there is something wrong. In such circumstances, market definition is obscuring the 
facts rather than organizing them, and the outcome is being affected by the way in 
which the analyst chooses to categorize the information.

Franklin Fisher et al, 1983



● Market definition 
● Competition Analysis 



Quantitative techniques are more common 
for analysing competitive consequences 



Sea Swift and Toll Marine 

Contention: 
• There was room for only one full service 

operator in each region 
• Toll would eventually exit the market if  

the merger did not proceed - i.e. Toll was 
a failing firm

Expert economic evidence 
• Significant premium paid by Sea Swift 
• Financial modelling of  whether both Toll 

and Sea Swift could profitably compete in 
either the NT or FNQ 

• What does this imply?



Upward Price Pressure tests are being 
increasingly used in merger analysis



Upward Price Pressure tests are being 
increasingly used in merger analysis
Farrell and Shapiro: 
• Trades off  two effects on prices 

• Internalisation of  lost sales to the merger partner (↑) 
• Achieving merger-specific cost savings (↓)

Net effect determines whether there is upward price pressure: 
• Requires good data on: 

• prices of  individual services  
• incremental costs of  providing services for both firms  

• diversion ratios between merger parties



Reflections

Expert economic evidence used in significant merger cases in Australia 
• Market definition  

• more often qualitative  
• purposive  

• reflects the outcome of  analysis - shouldn’t drive the analysis 
• Competition analysis  

• develop theoretical theory of  harm  
• quantitative evidence used to prove one theory of  harm relative to the 

other  

• extent of  analysis depends on available evidence


